
… After many hours of screwing, hammering and spraying, the beetle came onto the
asphalt on the Wolfsburg site. The feeling of taking a breath for the first time was
overwhelming. The way the driver pressed the accelerator pedal and went full
throttle was liberating and sparkling.

It got exciting a few days later. The beetle and his friends were loaded onto a truck.
The end of the trip was beautiful Switzerland.
In March 1970 the beetle got its first owner Jakob BaueIn March 1970 the beetle got its first owner Jakob Bauer. He was very excited
and hoped the owner would treat him well.

In 1978 a girl named Silvia Angerler was born in Baar. You will find out what
this has to do with the story by reading on.

... back to the beetle
Jakob and the beetle went through thick and thin for 14 years. Unfortunately,
the friendship came to a sad end in November 1984. Since the beetle had to
give way to a newer car snifgive way to a newer car sniff, sniff. It gets sadder. The beetle then stood alone for 7 years
and left in a garage.

... in the meantime, Silvia grew and prospered. When she saw the first Herbie film
"A great beetle", her love for this iconic, "hairy" and funny vehicle was born.

... the history of the beetle also continued. It was restored by Giovanni from 2001
to 2002 and brought back into shape. Some parts had to be replaced, its exterior
was restored, so that it shone again after a year and regained its full splendor.
But it was only a brief sigh of relieBut it was only a brief sigh of relief, because the space was used to advertise the beetle
in the animal world. This is not a joke, ok you have to say a beetle is a little bit special!

... on June 18, 2002, when our beetle was in the restoration phase, Silvia got
to know Jörg. From this getting to know each other became true love. They both
loved old cars, carnival and much more. Silvia was always in Jörg's ears that she just
loves this cult car.
Your wish is my command, thought Jörg, gave Silvia a beetle for her 30th birthday.

Of course it wasn't just any beetle, no, it was exactly our wildlife beetle. Of course it wasn't just any beetle, no, it was exactly our wildlife beetle. 
Silvia was completely thrilled and the tears flowed with joy for this great gift.

With the many trips and excursions, love grew from day to day. The Beetle became
Silvia's everyday car in summer. It wasn't long before the beetle got a name he became
a she PRINCESS, why Princess? Quite simply: Silvia loves glitter, Disney films,
high heels, beautiful things in life and that's why the name was perfect.

A dream became a wish
The wish became a hobbyThe wish became a hobby
Hobby became passion


